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About This Content

Experience the End Times in style! This DLC contains a bold new look for the Dwarf Ranger Bardin Goreksson. The new skin
is applied when downloaded (to revert, simply uninstall).

Studded Leather

To survive on the harsh mountain slopes without the security of a nearby hold to fall back to, Rangers have learned to be
stealthy and to fight in a manner unique for Dwarfs. They are ambush-hunters, experts at approaching the enemy from

unexpected angles. Where possible, they will trigger avalanches, misdirect wayward foes over cliffs, or lead them into the teeth
of an oncoming ice storm. Rangers are walking arsenals and carry a slew of different weapons - crossbows to skewer foes at

long range, an axe for close combat and, for truly imposing foes, great axes. They have learned to keep bedrolls, pots, pans, and
climbing gear secreted in camps hidden along their mountainous routes, yet still, they must carry all their provisions on their

backs as well.
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Warhammer
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit, Windows 8/8.1 64-bit, Windows 10 64-bit*

Processor: Intel Core2 Quad Q9500 @ 2.83GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 940

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon HD 5770 /w 1GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

Additional Notes: *WARNING: 32-bit OS is NOT officially supported at this time

English,French,German,Russian,Italian,Polish
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This is such an excellent game. The graphics are lovely, the gameplay never gets tedious, and i love the controls/physics. It
reminds me a lot of Portal, which is extremely high praise.

The only issue i have is the lack of direction. Some form of speech or even text to explain whats going on, whats just been
unlocked etc would make this game a perfect 10/10. But there are some parts where it is confusing as to what you're actually
supposed to be doing,. Oddly engaging, if only because it hints at a good game with its SimCity metagame. Make no mistake,
this is mobile shovel ware. Great time killer for when you want to listen to audio books.. This game is great, but it's definitely a
diamond in the rough. The hand-to-hand combat is basically terrible, and I would recommend avoiding it as much as possible.
The shooting is somewhat better and is similar to Deus Ex, but not really a highlight. The writing and lore are definitely the stars
and what makes this game worth playing. They did a really good job at presenting and adapting the deep, fascinating lore of the
tabletop RPG into a video game. It's an incredibly well realized universe with a ton of interesting characters and monsters, great
dialogue options and plenty of replay value as other vampire clans have their own unique abilities and dialogue options. This
"gothic-punk" style is over the top, crude, awful and occasionally stupid but it puts a smile on my face.

The only downright bad thing about this game aside from the combat is the ending sequence. They were clearly running out of
money, and thrust the player into two big mazes filled to the brim with enemies. It's just a lame way to end an otherwise fun
game, and forces you to engage with the lackluster combat. But if you're cool with a bad ending sequence, bad combat and some
jank, and want to experience really fascinating lore and story-telling, you should try this thing out. Especially with the sequel on
its way.. An old classic... good classic combat.. I kept expecting more to this game but it never came. It's the exact same
mechanics again and again followed by an identical boss. The only difference is that the "models" and level's look change, but
the gameplay never changes. And those sound effects...argh. I expected so much more and was sorely disappointed.. Fun game
if you find micromanaging your thing. Wish they made IV. So this is the third game in the 8-Bit series, when I first heard about
that series I thought it was an awesome idea, I bought all 3 games in the series, it took me a while to play all 3 but recently I have
come around to play all 3 of them and the end result for me is I can't recommend either of the games in this series, now I'll
admit this one is probably the best of the lot, the two others had one flawed crappy faction, this one is pretty good faction wise,
the Marines are mostly based that I seen on Starcraft, while the Cranioids are based on a mix match of beings from various Sci-
Fi Movies & Video Games, I can appreciate that much.

The problem is a problem that has been around since the first game and I found making a comeback hard in this one, which is
namely the tedious grindfest Campaign, no mission should be expecting you on Normal to effectively either have a perfect
knowledge of the map and the disposition of the enemy units or to have access to more ressources that you are supposed to have
at that point in the game, yet the Campaign expect that out of you, getting 3 Stars on the first run oh every missions, is nigh
impossible, the Lightbringers in 8-Bit Hordes were the one faction I actually felt had a well made Campaign, it was completely
possible to 3 Stars pretty much any mission on the first run, maybe short of the last one, this one however doesn't offer such a
possibility, I am currently playing the first Campaign of this game and its ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t.

Between WAY too many crate running, timers and annoying mission objectives that require a stupid amount of efforts while
making little to no sense, this game has proven to be as flawed as the previous two on the matter of the Campaign, the Factions
themselves are good, the Multiverse mode is a new addition to the series that actually is interest, but the Marine Campaignis
bad, I haven't tried the Cranioids yet, but I don't expect any better.

It seriously seem for some unspeakable reasons the developers felt the need to artificially bolster the length of the game by
forcing you to replay some missions several times to earn all stars, and sometimes the rewards of those missions are required to
be able to get the 3 stars on a previous mission, which mean where their is 15 missions you'll be expected to play in total 20+
missions in total to complete the Campaign since you'll need to replay earlier missions to 3 stars them, and that is before going
to go for Hard, which pretty much is going to require in many cases to have gotten all the 45 stars on from the missions already,
which mean if you want to win them all on hard you'll have 30+ Campaign mission runs. Why? Their is already Skirmish, and in
this game Multiverse, why was it felt we need to grind the Hell out of the Campaign to reach full completion that bloody much?
I don't know but at this point I can't recommend the game because of that. Sure playing Skirmish, Multiverse or Multiplayer
might be fun, if you find much in term of people to play Multiplayer anyway, but I expect all the aspects of a game to be at least
descent to recommend it, and this one like the two others failed on the Campaigns.

Now I do actually have some complains about the factions of this game too, namely the 'Powers' and the 'Ultimate Unit', in the
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two previous games each faction had a ultimate offensive power that could be used to wreck havoc, well the Deathsworns had
one that isn't great, but for the rest they were pretty good, than in Hordes the two faction had a 'sight' power to allow you to see
spots on the map, in this game they powers are... sub-par...

The Marines have the Overcharge power that allow them to run faster at the cost of shield and a power that create a zone of
Stealth, in campaign, both are mostly useless due to how Campaigns work, Overcharge is pretty useless outside of Campaign too
unless you want to send units quickly to a place and you know the path is mostly enemy free, otherwise you get hit brutally, the
Stealth power is useful to prepare an ambush, but that is something that is only really effective outside of the Campaign, playing
against humans that are capable of strategic thinking and making errors that the AI isn't really made for, still a pretty poor
power.

The Cranioids in their case have the Drop Point, which unless you have a massive amount of unit buildin structures and produce
units at a massive pace, won't allow you to get all that many units to your drop location, the other power is a 'sight' power that
can follow enemy units touch, its somewhat useful, but frankly without having a ultimate offensive power to use I find myself
not finding that much use for it.

For the Ultimate Units, I find them to be a let down, they aren't all that powerful a single use of a ultimate offensive power is
capable of doing so much more damage, unless you have a ton of healing units to support them they fall fairly fast, and they
attack slowly and not THAT powerfully, the Titan is obviously based on the Thor from Starcraft II, I found it to be meh, without
a large army and healers to back it up, its nothing that potent, I'd have prefered to have the typical Terran Nuke. The Destroyer
in its case is barely better, if for the amusing Gas it can shoot that turn all infantry to Xenodogs, against a heavy infantry Faction
like the ones from Horde it might be pretty useful, but otherwise its own direct offensive capabilities aren't all that great either,
overall the unit seem to be based on a fusion between the Chryssalid from XCOM and Godzilla. Anyhow I would have much
prefered for them to give us a Ultimate Offensive Power and a Sight power than the ones we got and Ultimate Unit.

Considering this was supposed to be develeloped by people that had worked on other major RTS titles I was expecting better
than boring tedius grindfest Campaigns, they don't have much in term of storyline, not much in term of fun, its more painful to
play than anything. If somebody can overlook the poor campaigns, and a poor faction on each of the previous titles, ignore the
low populated Multiplayer, and mostly play Skirmish and Multiverse solo, this might provide some amusement, but I'd warn
away from buying this at full price, wait for a good sale before bothering. I was hoping when I originally bought into this series
to recapture the feeling I had playings the RTS of old, but frankly it failed to provide me with that satisfaction.
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What can I say, It's Crazy Golf with Worms. If you like Worms games, you'll love this. A nice game where you can spend 5
minutes or a few hours, ridiculously addictive, frustrating and awesome at the same time. Get it while its on offer at £1.39 and
you can't go wrong.. it sucks and its dead a shame. Addicting and fun as hell while it lasts. Probably an hour long but worth
every penny.. Ever wanted to play an old school, turn based tactics game but felt limited by the small teams you are allowed to
use? In this game, you can build a whole army of 2d-sprite soldiers organized into small units. They can level up, wear gear,
change classes and develop skills. They can also suffer permadeath so you need to manage them carefully!

The world is all done in nice sharp 3d graphics that work and look nice even at 4k resolution. There is an intriguing story to
carry you along in your army building adventure. You can wander the world maps, fighting and looting to you heart's content.

As for it being early access, the developer seems to have given themselves a manageable project with reasonable goals so I doubt
there is much to worry about. There is enough game to have quite a bit of fun already.. Ok, I recommend but with serious
reservations. I love sub games and I've played all the Silent Hunter games. I think 3 made the most sense. 4 was ruined by the
constant air attacks. There always seems to be something unfinished about Ubisoft sub games. Silent Hunter 5 is no exception
and makes you wonder why they can't seem to get it right after all the practice they've had making sub games.
Pros: It's obvious that at great deal of creative energy and artistic talent went into making this game look stunning. Great
graphics! Sea and weather effects are outstanding. Ships rendered extraordinarily well. Explosions, too. Well researched data,
technologies, and history. My only tiny complaint with the graphics is with that too constant spray effect at the front of the boat.
Cons: I wish the same thought would have gone into the gameplay, which is terribly frustrating, sometimes stupid. You can't
issue orders from the bridge. If you want to go to silent running you need to search for your Lieutenant down below and ask him
to give the order. You can't even steer the boat from the bridge. The rudder control just gives you the option of five degrees to
port" (or starboard) with the rudder amidships button unworkable, so if you are about to collide with a ship blocking the harbor
entrance you have to jump to the map and reset your waypoints. When you tell your number 2 on the bridge to "Man the Flak
guns" they get manned instantly but then those guys just stand there when the planes come and won't shoot. You need to man
one of the guns yourself or else locate the plane with your binoculars and then hit spacebar when a little red x shows up...almost
impossible to do with a fast moving plane. Mission orders keep repeating the same blather during each campaign phase. Mission
objectives are confusing and often seem ludicrous...sometimes you have to look for that one Liberty Cargo ship in a 20 ship
convoy to complete a mission. Really? With so many other more valuable targets in front of you? And when you DO find and
sink that one ship that allows you to complete a mission objective there is a good chance that a glitch will keep it from being
counted toward mission completion so you have to start that mission over again...it might be counted the next time. So make
sure you save and save and save again. And make sure you don't stop and attack a convoy until you dally in a certain area or all
the ships you sink won't be counted either and all your torpedoes will be wasted. Another frustration is that you are told to
search a certain area and then are shown that the convoy you are supposed to be looking for is hundreds of miles away, heading
away from you. The enemy AI is completely incompetent. Enemy planes show up often but they never attack. You will rarely be
attacked by the protective destroyer escorts unless you are caught on the surface and then their gunnery is extremely accurate.
They rarely use their sonar. You can get into the middle of any convoy with ease and do all the killing you want before they
finally show up. Then all you have to do is go down and come up behind them and continue your killing spree. I have yet to be
damaged by the even more rare depth charge. While the graphics are stupendous a little hand wringing with destroyers
relentlessly hunting me down would have been a nice addition to the game (and a main reason for playing a sub game in the first
place), something my first sub game had plenty of...Aces of the Deep. Of course I feel like a complete idiot because in spite of
the many frustrations I keep playing this game anyway because there is something addictive about sending perfectly good ships
to the bottom and is the only reason I couldn't check the NO button when asked if I recommend it to others.
You will hear that there is a mod out there called Wolves of Steel that fixes the game and makes it more realistic, but after
jumping through 2001 hoops i finally got it installed and then nothing happened. Apparently the mod has a hard time dealing
with the Steam version even tho the download process asks you to choose the Steam version. Yeah i did all the things 
subsim.com and Steam forums tells you to do to get the damn thing running, but nothing worked for me. So that wasted about a
week of my life and made me angry with the mod people too for making it so complicated.Why can't somebody make a mod
that you can just download and it works? Hey, can i just buy a SH5 cd from Amazon that the WoS will work with? I'm still
hoping.
What I don't understand is why Steam and the mod people can't get together and offer a truly great sub game...which this could
have been in the first place. Come on Ubisoft! How about a finally perfect Silent Hunter 6?. Great little game, even though it is
still on Early Access there is a lot of content. Can’t wait to see what else will be added in future updates. Definitely worth the
money.
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